Clinical symptoms, neurological impairment, and prediction of violence in psychiatric inpatients.
The study sought to identify basic clinical symptoms of violent inpatients and to determine the relationship between these symptoms and two outcome measures: whether violence was persistent or transient, and length of stay on a secure care unit designed to control violent behavior. Thirty-eight patients consecutively admitted to the secure care unit were assessed using a quantified neurological scale, the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, and a modified version of the Social Participation Rating Scale, which measured participation in unit activities. Because there was considerable overlap among these clinical measures, factor analysis was applied to isolate underlying clinical factors. Factor analysis consistently identified two independent factors at different time points. The first factor, which consisted of various psychiatric symptoms and behavioral abnormalities, was indicative of general impairment. The second factor was bipolar, reflecting a positive association with neurological impairment and a negative association with paranoid symptoms. A differential association between these two factors and the outcome variables was found. Length of stay, a measure of perceived dangerousness, was best predicted by the general impairment factor, whereas persistent violence was predicted primarily by the bipolar factor. The data confirmed an association between persistent violence and neurological impairment. The study underscores the need for differential treatment of violent behavior in psychiatric inpatients, as different psychopathological processes might be involved.